
MINUTES
City of Newport Planning Commission

Work Session
Newport City Hall Conference Room A

August 14, 2017
6:00 p.m.

Planning Commissioners Absent: Bill Branigan, Jim Hanselman, and Rod Croteau (alt excused)

PC Citizens Advisory Committee Members Present: Karmen Vanderbeck

PC Citizens Advisory Committee Members Absent: Dustin Capri (excused)

City Staff Present: Community Development Director (CDD) Derrick Tokos; City Attorney, Steve Rich; and Executive
Assistant, Sherri Marineau.

1. Call to Order. Chair Patrick called the Planning Commission work session to order at 6:00 p.m.

2. New Business.

A. Draft Revisions to Chapter 14.30 (Design Review Standards) for the Nve Beach Design Review Overlay District.
Tokos reviewed the proposed changes to the Design Review Standards. He then reviewed the two alternatives for the
garage setbacks and asked the PC for their preference on alternatives. Berman asked how the previous language was
written before it was adopted. It was a 10 foot setback before it was changed. Patrick wanted to see all three alternatives
presented.

Tokos reviewed an email from Dustin Capri that was handed out to the PC. Berman asked if the PC could reiterate to
the City Council that they felt the code assessment should be more thorough. Yes.

Public Member Comment Period: In attendance was Veronica Willemin, Gus Willemin, Cathy Briggs, Brian Wooton,
Mary Markiand, and Kathy Cleary.

Cathy Briggs addressed the PC and shared the letter that she gave to the CC on garage setbacks. She was concerned that
the citizens that came together to give the City their advice weren’t consulted after the recommendation was given by
the PC and were shocked when the permits were issued for the Olive Street properties. She asked the PC to honor the
2015 process of when a lot had constraints and the owner wanted a zero setback, they would go through the discretionary
process of the design guidelines. She requested that citizens be given an opportunity to participate in the process.

Patrick asked Briggs to clarify if what she was advocating for was 20 foot setbacks and requiring a conditional use for
anything else. She said she was advocating for a 20 foot setback with anything else having to go through design
guidelines process. Tokos said that was why alternative two was put together and said that anything less than 20 feet
would have to go through guideline review. Tokos and Briggs agreed they were saying the same thing as alternative
two.

Kathy Cleary asked if the house being built on Olive Street went through the design review. Tokos said it went through
the design standards, but not discretionary review. He reminded that the standards were changed coming out of the work
session in 2015 at the request of the PC. The changes were shared with the ad hoc committee via email and went through
the legislative adoption process. They were duly noticed as part of the process. Briggs and Cleary were concerned these
changes weren’t called out to the group. Tokos reiterated that the change was included in the PC meeting materials and
those documents were provided to the ad hoc group and there was record of it. Cleary requested that this not happen
again. She asked again about the Olive Street build and if it went through a design review. Tokos said it went through
a design review and the review was one what didn’t require public notice and a discretionary decision. He reminded
that legally in the State, the City was obligated to provide a nondiscretionary path for housing. The City code has a
nondiscretionary standards option and a discretionary guidelines option. The Olive Street property went under the
standards.

Planning Commissioners Present: Jim Patrick, Lee Hardy, Bob Berman, and Mike Franklin.
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Veronica Wellemin said the property was being advertised as vacation rental approved. Tokos said it was not approved
as one but appeared to be marketed that way. Wellemin asked if the owner could be required to take down the sign as it
was misrepresented. Tokos said he could follow up on this. Wellemm was concerned that vacation rentals weren’t
necessary housing. Patrick said the City needed all kinds of different housing and the problem was that building wasn’t
happening at the time. Briggs asked if vacation rentals counted toward the State’s housing density goals. Tokos didn’t
believe there was anything in the Buildable Lands and Housing Needs Assessment that indicated there was anything we
would have to accommodate for vacation rentals. He said the seasonal housing was inventoried to find out how much
housing was available. He reminded the group that seasonal could be second homes, not just vacation rentals. The
inventory showed how much Single Family and Multi-Family housing was needed over a 20 year period. Briggs said if
some portion ofprojected population growth didn’t include seasonal housing, it made sense that when doing projected
housing based on population, you look at permanent housing, not seasonal or vacation rentals. Vacation rentals and
seasonal were not considered as a needed housing types and were counted in the overall inventory as either Single
Family or Multi-Family. Briggs said other cities are putting caps on vacation rentals. Tokos said it could be done if
policy makers felt it was an appropriate step to take. Rich clarified that there wasn’t a way to say a property was a
vacation rental to not count it. Briggs said the vacation rental endorsement list could be used. Berman said that properties
didn’t have a fixed characteristic linked to the property. Tokos agreed and said there were scenarios where vacation
rental owners pulled endorsements and found that it wasn’t in their best interest to proceed, so they went back to single
family housing.

Tokos asked the PC for their thoughts on a recommendation to the CC. Franklin thought it was a mistake to fast track
it. He thought Capri’s comments concerning residential on first floor would have dissolved the Olive Street project.
Franklin suggested tackling the residential use on the ground floor at that point and delay other actions until they were
done together. Tokos said the PC could convey this to the CC. Briggs said there were concerns about public safety with
the setbacks and the City should consider its liability when it comes to cars pulling out of driveways with zero setbacks.
Patrick wanted testimony on all three alternatives.

Cleary asked who would address the sign for the Olive Street property implying it was already approved as a vacation
rental. Tokos would talk to the owner. Briggs was concerned about the code that said vacation rentals were allowed in
existing housing. Tokos said we looked into the legislative history on this. We needed to put the language in the code
because we could of had wholesale residences being built in our C- 1/Retail Service zones. It needed to have the words
“in an existing dwelling” in the text to avoid this. Briggs was concerned that the Olive Street residence being built would
be in violation of this. Patrick reiterated that it isn’t because it is a residence being built in a commercial zone. Tokos
said it is permitted as it fall in the pockets ofNye Beach that can have residences outright in this manner. Once it is built
it is an existing dwelling. Patrick asked if the prohibition said that if it was second floor it could be a vacation rental.
Yes.

Briggs asked for clarification of the prohibition of uses over 2,000 square foot in size in the C-2 zone without conditional
use approval. Tokos said it was one provision and he provided the legislative history to the PC to show that it was
supposed to apply to commercial uses. Briggs asked about the cap. Tokos said the cap was to keep large retail out of
the area. They understood the code to apply to commercial uses only. Briggs asked for clarification on the revision of
uses in the C-2 zone for over 2,000 square feet in size and asked if the PC would be talking about it or just have a staff
recommendation. Tokos said he recommended the one provision and presented the legislative history that showed that
it was how the language was supposed to be crafted. The 2015 revisions made it less clear and it needed to be taken
back to its original language. He said a cap could be put on the square footage of residences in the future, but it would
take a legislative intent to do that. Briggs asked if a notice would be made to Nye Beach neighbors to say the
discretionary decision interpretation was made with an opportunity for a hearing. Tokos said no. Briggs felt there should
have been some type of hearing to let people know there were provisions made in the code. Tokos said we run into
provisions in the code that are less than ideal all the time and do not provide notice when we interpret these provisions.
Patrick noted that the residential density per unit was worded poorly and needed to be addressed.

Veronica asked if someone would ask Mr. Becksted to take down the sign. Tokos would follow up with him and ask
him to remove the approved vacation rental information off the sign because it is not accurate.

B. Update on the FEMA Floodplain Map Adoption Process. Tokos explained the appeal process for the FEMA flood
Plain Map adoption. He said the only people concerned with the designation are property owners in South Shore. They
hired engineers to assess the technical report. They were added to the flood plain and the elevation dropped. The owners
can put fill on the property. They would have to demonstrate they are not building on the fill and use piles. No existing
home would be required to elevate. If there was significant damage, they would have to rebuild with the standards. A
discussion ensued regarding different issues with different properties in the floodplain. Hardy asked if any geo data
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would be needed to use for the appeal process. Tokos said the six lots at South Shore chose to do an appeal, they would
have to approach the City and show evidence.

In January/February we will have to start with the adoption process. A discussion ensued regarding different property
and if there were any issues. Hardy asked if there was any geological data used for this process. Tokos said in the case
of the six lots, if they choose to appeal they will approach the City and will have to show evidence. Berman asked why
the City would consider being the conduit. Tokos we do this in large part to make sure people are eligible for subsidized
flood insurance. Tokos thought the City would want to be a conduit for anyone who had good evidence that the maps
were in error.

C. Proposed Modifications to Building Height Limit Exception for Vertical Evacuation Structures. Tokos explained
that Oregon State University is closer to the design of their building that would incorporate vertical evacuation into the
design. They were concerned the language that said they would have to accommodate the full 100% occupancy of the
maximum occupant load of the entire building would result in more people than they designed for. Tokos and the Fire
Chief talk to them and thought the modification was reasonable. They wanted it changed to have it cover 100% of the
occupancy load in the assembly areas and 50% occupancy loads for the balance of the building. This would give them
a number more realistic to how many people will be in the building.

Tokos asked the PC to initiate a legislative process. Berman said the initial discussion would be the occupancy of the
building so all the other buildings would be accommodating. That standard wouldn’t change and the discussion was that
most of the campus would go to Safe Haven Hill. Franklin asked if they were concerned about the 24 hours access to
the facility. Tokos said if the PC would like OSU to present anything at the hearing, he would ask them to. Patrick asked
for OSU to provide schematic drawings. Vanderbeck asked if they could go ahead on parts of the project without our
approval. Tokos said they couldn’t. Franklin asked for OSU to provide their plan for access for the general public and
the rest of the campus.

MOTION was made by Commissioner Hardy, seconded by Commissioner Berman to initiate the legislative process on
the proposed modifications to the Building Height Limit Exception for Vertical Evacuation Structures. The motion
carried unanimously in a voice vote.

B. Review of State Legislation Relevant to the City’s Building and Planning Services. Tokos reviewed State legislation
relevant to the City of Newport. He noted that Senate Bill 1051 may require changes to the code. Tokos reviewed the
changes with the PC. Franklin asked if the PC could choose to not adopt it now and wait to adopt in the future. Yes.
Franklin asked if there would be a scenario where this could come back to the PC by choosing not to adopt. He suggested
that it be noted why the PC chose not to adopt. Tokos couldn’t think of a circumstance that the provision would come
into effect.

Tokos reviewed the addition to SB 1051 that “needed housing” included mixed-use. Residential over commercial
couldn’t be strictly conditional use and a non-discretionary path would need to be created. Tokos reviewed another
change that stated that one detached accessory dwelling unit would have to be allowed per lot. In rare cases where there
are more than one single family dwelling unit on a lot, they would be allowed one accessory dwelling for each unit.

Patrick noted that SB 1051 said that there couldn’t be a required slope greater than three feet in height for manufactured
homes. He thought this would mean that manufactured homes could be placed in the Nye Beach area. Tokos said he
would look into it and noted he would be doing a housing package of code changes for the PC. Tokos reviewed more
changes to SB 1051.

Tokos noted that House Bill 2377 was a new property tax exemption bill and more liberal than the exemption that just
went into effect at the City. He suggested using the City’s program first to see if the program could get some units at
80% median income.

Tokos reviewed standards for HB 2037 (tiny house building codes), SB 871 (demolition codes), HB 2316 (buildable
lands inventory), SB 310 (vertical housing program in local jurisdictions), and HB 2017A (Transportation Funding
Package).

Franklin asked if the change to system development charges for accessory dwelling units would mean more would be
built. Tokos explained there are people waiting to build until the new SDCs are in place because costs are lower. He
explained how an accessory dwelling unit is defined and what is permissible on lots.
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E. Letter Req uesfing Assessment of Electromagnetic Pollution Attributed to Cell Towers. Tokos reviewed the letter
submitted by Kristina Proksch regarding cell towers in the City of Newport. She wanted the City to look into
electromagnetic pollution from cell towers. The Federal government said that the City cannot touch this as there is a
specific standard for electromagnetic. They Feds operate within these standards and permissible in this country. Rich
asked if there were any height limits. Tokos said there were standard height limits in different districts, and as long as
they were built under the height limits, they were ok. He said he would write a letter to Proksch saying the City’s hands
were tied because of the FEC.

4. Director’s Comments.

A. Housing Programs. Tokos reported that the housing hearings went well with the CC. Changes were made to the CETs
to require them to be reviewed in 10 years. The CC would be putting together a plan to distribute funds.

B. Vacation Rentals. Tokos reported that the CC was reluctant to dive into vacation rentals. They wanted to do a work
session to discuss what was done in the past. Hardy was concerned about Airbnb and how they operate. Tokos said that
Rachel Cotton audited and there were only 15 vacation rentals in Newport that were not in compliance. He noted that it
was hard to correlate what room taxes were designated by property location for Air bnb. Rich suggested why the City
didn’t want to pursue the matter with Airbnb. A discussion ensued regarding vacation rental homes and the average real
market value. Tokos said he would send a map of vacation rentals in Newport to the PC. He noted that the CC would
only be holding a work session and an advisory committee had not been created. The work session would be held on
September 6th

3. Adjournment. Having no further discussion, the meeting adjourned at 7:52 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Q1Vt %‘LCL
Sherri Marineau,
Executive Assistant
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